UrSOS
UrSOSButton
SOSButton
For Business

Overview
Dedicated physical SOS button for Android Smartphones
Activate an SOS Alert even when the screen is locked
Discreet and Lightweight (Less than 16g)
Smartphone and UrSOSButton™ can be up to 30m apart
Up to 1 year or more from a single charge
User awareness through vibration feedback
View UrSOSButton™ status from the app
Use with an Android Smartphone 2.1x and above
Features and Functions
Alert Activation

Dedicated SOS Button
Man Down detection

GPS Integration

Configurable GPS update intervals
Sleep GPS if no motion is detected
Configurable GPS Fix timeout
GPS Position transmission on alert activation
Output is in NMEA RMC format for easy integration
Operates seamlessly with VitlLink PPS

WiFi Positioning

Position users based on WiFi Access Points
VitlLink WiFi Data Protocol (©Isle Systems)
Operates seamlessly with VitlLink PPS

Status
Alert Transmission

Alert Actions

Status Reports

View UrSOSButton™ battery level via app
SMS Text alerts for processing by alert management system
Voice call alert for processing by alert management system
Alert transmission over WiFi data connection if available
Up to 2 SMS Alert text messages are sent.
Voice Call a preset number
Retries SMS and call
UrSOSButton Click (Selectable – Single, Double, Tripple)
Low Battery
Charger Connected/Disconnected
Lone Working Activated/Deactivated

UrSOSButton™ is a lightweight discreet
personal alarm button. It has been
designed to give users an easy way to
summon help in an emergency. Its’ simple
design means that even in a crisis it’s easy
to activate.
UrSOSButton™ works in conjunction with
an Android Smartphone or Android Tablet
via Bluetooth enabling it to send SMS text
alerts and automated voice call alerts with
a single press of a button even if the
screen is locked.
Weighing
less
than
16
grams,
UrSOSButton™ can be attached to a key
chain or lanyard or popped into a shirt
pocket and be barely noticeable. Its’
design makes it easy to use discreetly and
because of in-built vibration feedback no
one would know but the user when it’s
activated.

All Status reports include GSM Signal Level, Phone Battery
Level, UrSOSButton Battery Level, Lone Worker On/Off and
Man Down On/Off.
GPS Tracking (Option)
Can be permanently disabled
by Isle Systems to facilitate
workforce acceptance

WiFi AP Tracking
Can be permanently disabled
by Isle Systems to facilitate
workforce acceptance

Delivered over GPRS/3G or WiFi connection
Caching of data for delivery when server is available
Configurable update intervals
Permanent disabling of GPS tracking is available
Position based on up to 10 WiFi access points
Delivered over GPRS/3G or WiFi connection
Caching of data for delivery when server is available
Configurable update intervals
Permanent disabling of WiFi tracking is available

UrSOSButton™ is there when you need it.
It has an internal rechargeable battery
which when fully charged can last up to a
year or more and charging only takes
about 45 minutes.
UrSOSButton™ gives you, your family,
friends and colleagues true peace of mind
with the knowledge that if help is needed
it’s only a button press away.
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Integrate with 3
party ARC
management software or use Isle
Systems VitlLink PPS Automated
Alert Management Platform
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.is.vitllinkSOS&hl=en

